The Nature of our Universe!
The Two Fundamental Creation Models for our Universe!
Western science’s matter creation model is based upon a Big Bang, arising from Nothing, a cosmic explosion
which creates the realm of space-time-gravity, primal matter, the underlying physical laws, and the complex
chemistry we call consciousness. This creation model, however, struggles to explain the multi-verse, complexity
arising against the laws for thermodynamics, consciousness, dark matter, the quantum information fields, the
input formula for the cosmic fractal, octet structures such as the 64 codons of DNA, the transcendental
number Pi, the Theory of Everything, the psyche, human destiny, and the perplexing question 'how do we
explain the appearance of thinking-mud, how does primitive biology create a Beethoven and a Buddha’?
The eastern mystics’ consciousness creation model is based upon an Eternal dimension of Pure Awareness and
Light in which there arises a vault of consciousness, woven from the three dimensions of deep sleep, dream and
waking, with the reflected light of the ego-sense creating a cosmic koan, or riddle, ‘how can the reflected light
of the ego find the Sun which lights all, yet cannot be seen’? In this creation model, matter is simply the densest
form of consciousness and the three dimensions of consciousness manifest as descending musical octaves.
Waking dimension then comprises only 2.0408163265...% of the universe, with the remainder becoming the
background dimensions known to science as dark matter and dark energy. This creation model answers many
of the perplexing problems which bewilder the adherents of the matter creation model.

Has western science trapped the
‘cosmic child’ of the universe
within a prison of matter?
Are we only complex chemistry
creating the ‘hallucination’ we
call consciousness?
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Is our universe a musical structure woven from octaves in the
realms of matter, biology, psyche and consciousness, a
universal octet structure which has been proposed by
such scientific geniuses as Pythagoras, Kepler,
Mendeleev, Tesla, Ramanajuan and Gell-Mann!
Can we find a ‘Rosetta Stone’ so that the creation
models of science and mysticism can communicate
with one another?
Try the $AUD10,000 Universe Challenge!
Contemplate a 64 power Theory of Everything based upon the
36 Yoga Tattvas of Kashmir Shaivism!
Can we discover the structure of the psyche and the game of
life? Are we Lewis Carroll’s ‘Alice’ who fell through the
‘Looking Glass’? Are we seeking to return to the Mirror of
Eternal Awareness?

Perhaps we can also consider a new asset based monetary system which is not based upon
the four poisons of usury, those of debt, interest, taxation and inflation!

It is time to share these concepts
with the world!
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